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About This Game

Become a former ace pilot Dylan participating in a top secret government project. But because of it, he lost everything, even his
family and his memory. Before he has chance to recoup his life, the fate of world rests solely on his shoulder. The experimental
gunship is the only chance that Dylan has to save the world and avenge his family. You, as Dylan, can make that happen. Get to

your bird soldier!

Key Features:

Dive into Massive Battle with High Speed Gunships
Fly over the vast open battle field and take out the enemy.

Immerse Yourself with Life of Dylan Reece
Draw into a former ace pilot’s point of view through VR story scenes and fully voiced mission briefings.
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Experience VR Action in 90fps
Hop in to a real-time cockpit experience with enhanced VR gameplay.

Become the Pilot of Various Gunships
Unlock & upgrade your gunship to eliminate your enemies in more challenging difficulties.
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Title: Gunship Battle2 VR: Steam Edition
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
JOYCITY
Publisher:
JOYCITY
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or above

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960 4GB / AMD Radeon R9 290 or above

English,Korean
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Gunship Battle2 VR is a cheesy arcade style combat sim but I wanted something simple and cheesy. I have quite a few pro-level
flight sims, which incorporate dozens of control parameters but I wanted something much simpler. Gunship 2 is a nice departure
from all that mess, using a simple controller scheme with a joystick or gamepad. I use a HOTAS X and XBox controller and was
able to start flying within a few minutes after the options setup. The graphics are pretty good and the Oculus VR head tracking
motion is excellent. It's no where near the level of MSFSX or DCS World but I think, Gunship Battle2 is just as much fun and
well worth the money.. This is a reasonable game with average graphics but a poor control system. Using your head to turn a
vehicle is wrong and awkward, painful and difficult. There is a joystick movement (right stick, left to right) that does nothing,
yet you can only turn the helicopter by turning or twisting your head. No remapping of controls is allowed either. If they can fix
these issues I would recommend it, but until they do I wont play it again. I want to play it again though, but just cant like the
controls. May even refund. Its not a AAA title by any means, but for the money its ok.. this should be game of the year for vr
flight games. Read the other review but still took a chance as its an inexpensive game, its OK apart from (as previously said)
turning the helicopter, head steering is great for aiming and shooting but when I tried to return to the base - tilted head, my
office chair rotated and I lost tracking as I was facing away from sensors, turned to face sensor and helicopter was heading in
the wrong direction again, this should be an easy fix for the dev but until fixed cant recommend the game.. This game works
very well,has loot and quite a few upgrades. There are a couple of flaws that I consider to be rather minor. All in all a pretty
good VR shooter that is more on the casual side but still pretty fun to play. I think this game is well worth the asking price and I
would hope to see more offerings from this developer.. not working in my laptop. lost of money this game is a s...
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